Abstract. This position paper proposes the exploitation of type feedback mechanisms, or more precisely, polymorphic inline caches, for purely interpreting implementations of object-oriented programming languages. Using Squeak’s virtual machine as an example, polymorphic inline caches are discussed as an alternative to global caching. An implementation proposal for polymorphic inline caches in the Squeak virtual machine is presented, and possible future applications for online optimization are outlined.

1 Introduction

Bytecode interpreters are small in size and comparatively easy to implement, but generally execute programs much less efficiently than just-in-time (JIT) compilers. Techniques like threaded interpretation [9, 11, 2] focus on speeding up bytecode interpretation itself, and caching [4, 5, 1] improves the performance of message sends—the most common operation in object-oriented software [7].

It is interesting to observe that, while threading mechanisms are used naturally to a varying degree in bytecode interpreter implementations, such systems usually employ only global caching to speed up dynamic method dispatch. A global cache is clearly beneficial with respect to overall performance. Still, it does not provide optimal support for polymorphic message send sites, and it does not allow for exploiting type information (we provide details on these issues in the following section). In our opinion, the employment of polymorphic inline caches (PICs) [5] instead can provide means for achieving significant speedups in bytecode interpreters while exhibiting only a moderate increase in memory footprint and implementation complexity.

In the next section, we briefly discuss global caches. The bytecode interpreter we use as a case study throughout this paper is that of the Squeak [8, 12] virtual machine (VM) [13]. Section 3 proposes an approach to the implementation of
PICs in the Squeak bytecode interpreter. Finally, section 4 gives a summary of the paper and an outlook on possible future optimizations in bytecode interpreters that are encouraged by the introduction of type feedback mechanisms.

2 Global Caching: Discussion

The Squeak VM bytecode interpreter uses a global cache for improving method lookup performance. This cache has a fixed size and maps \(<\text{target class}, \text{selector}>\) pairs to concrete method implementations (compiled methods). It significantly contributes to the overall performance of the Squeak interpreter.

However, such a cache has several shortcomings. Since it is global, collisions are relatively frequent and lead to longer method lookup times. The cache has to be flushed as soon as changes in the class hierarchy or in method implementations occur. For changes in method implementations, the cache is not entirely flushed, but only for the entries that refer to implementations of the selector in question.

Moreover, flushing is required whenever the garbage collector performs heap compaction, as hashing is done based on target class and selector object addresses. After a flush, the cache needs to be repopulated, during which and overall performance is lower.

The global cache suffers from being global. It cannot react to local changes in an adequate way—i.e., by an update operation that is quasi-local in its effect on cache contents. A local change, such as a class overwriting an inherited method, actually affects only a small part of the entire class hierarchy. Nevertheless, method lookup data for large parts of the class hierarchy needs to be restored.

Also, the global cache is, due to its mapping scheme, generally not able to provide local information, that is information per send site. Such information typically comprises of the concrete receiver types (classes) of a message at a given polymorphic send site. It is called type feedback information [6] and is very interesting with regard to optimizations (cf. Sec. 4).

The performance of the Squeak bytecode interpreter is good. Still, we believe that it can benefit from a caching mechanism that supports local type feedback. These so-called inline caches [4] are usually used in environments that employ JIT compilation and bring great benefit in terms of dynamic message dispatch performance.

Inline caches store the most recently looked-up method address at each given send site. The address is cached at the send site, replacing the call instruction to the lookup method with a direct jump to the code of the method. Since there is a jump to the cached method, no lookup needs to be done at all. There is only a slight overhead resulting from a check at the beginning of the method verifying that the class of the receiver is the correct one. In case the receiver class has changed, the standard lookup is used instead. Obviously, simple inline caches are not an ideal solution for supporting polymorphic send sites since they already fail if the same message is sent to an alternating list of objects.

PICs [5] store, for a given send site, the method addresses of \(N\) past message sends, where \(N\) is the cache size. A PIC stores \(<\text{receiver class}, \text{method address}>\)
key-value pairs. The Strongtalk [14] VM is a prominent example of such an environment. It is comprised of a bytecode interpreter and a JIT compiler; the interpreter already stores type feedback information in PICs to speed up message sending. Information stored in these PICs is later exploited by JIT-compiled native code.

3 Polymorphic Inline Caching in Bytecode Interpreters

We believe that PICs can be beneficial also in solely interpreting VM implementations, such as the Squeak VM [13]. In this section, we outline an implementation proposal for PICs in that environment.

An interpreter does not generate binary code for methods, thus PICs cannot store memory addresses of code. In Squeak, the bytecode is stored in compiled method objects. Here, PICs can store a reference to the compiled method object instead.

The implementation affects both the Squeak VM and reflectively the Smalltalk image. At the image level, each Smalltalk method is represented as an instance of the CompiledMethod class. The format of CompiledMethod instances needs to be modified to store send site type feedback information. In the VM, the interpreter logic must be augmented to support storing and updating of said information.

Squeak CompiledMethods have the layout shown in Fig. 1. The standard object header provides information about the object itself, its class, hash value, etc. The subsequent method header contains information on the method in question, such as the number of arguments, local variables and literals. After that, there are several pointers to the method’s literals, each referencing a given constant occurring in the method. For example, all send bytecodes reference their selector (the name of the method to call) as an offset in the literal frame. The bytecode array represents the method code, and the trailer carries additional information about the method’s source code location.

![Object layout of a Squeak CompiledMethod instance.](image)

For the PIC implementation in Squeak, the literals region in CompiledMethod instances is of special interest. In the current Squeak system, the compiler generates one slot in the literal frame for any unique selector. This means that send bytecodes sending the same selector reference the same slot in the literal array (cf. Fig.1). The Smalltalk compiler needs to be modified to generate one
entry in the literal array for each send, without the sharing property mentioned above.

Thus we have as many literal slots storing selectors as there are send bytecodes in the CompiledMethod (cf. Fig. 2). Each of these slots can hold a reference to an object carrying type feedback information. To this end, several dedicated classes (described below) are to be introduced into the image.

![Fig. 2. A CompiledMethod instance without selector sharing.](image)

Initially, all selector slots contain selectors. Once a send site is visited by the bytecode interpreter and the corresponding message is sent, the selector is replaced by a reference to an inline cache (IC) object (cf. Fig. 3), an instance of the InlineCache class. An IC object contains five values: the selector, the most recent target class of the send, the address of the most recently looked-up method for the selector, a hotness counter, and a trip counter.

![Fig. 3. A former literal slot referencing an IC object.](image)

The bytecode interpreter increases the hotness counter each time it executes the corresponding message send. It then also checks whether the target class is the same as it was when the send was executed the last time. If so, the stored method address is used to retrieve the method implementation to be executed. If the receiver class check fails, the trip counter is increased, and the correct class and implementation are looked up and stored.

If such a send site causes actual lookups too often, its IC object reference can be replaced with a PIC object reference (cf. Fig. 4). A PIC object is organized much like an IC object: it also carries the selector in question and type feedback
information. The notable difference is that a PIC object carries up to 8 triples of receiver class, method address, and hotness counter.

---

Fig. 4. A PIC object referenced from a CompiledMethod instance.

---

The bytecode interpreter, when executing the corresponding send, iterates over the PIC and checks for the correct receiver class. Once it finds one already stored, the respective stored method is executed and the pertaining hotness counter is increased. If no matching receiver class is found, lookup proceeds as usual and the result is stored in a free slot of the PIC object if available. It is not necessary to store a hotness counter alongside with each PIC object entry, but future optimizations can benefit from this information (see below).

4 Summary and Future Optimizations

In the previous sections, we have discussed caching optimization mechanisms for bytecode interpreters. In our opinion, global caches are, although helpful with regard to performance, not fully supportive of dynamic optimizations possible in interpreters. For that we propose the introduction of PICs based on local type feedback.

The locality of type feedback information is a feature of PICs that can be exploited beyond performance improvements in the VM. Type feedback information made available at the image level facilitates optimizations above the abstraction barrier imposed by the Squeak VM.

The AOStA (Adaptively Optimizing Smalltalk Architecture) project [10] relies on type feedback from the VM to dynamically and adaptively optimize Smalltalk bytecodes in the image using bytecode manipulation. An example of such an optimization is method inlining: based on type feedback information and hotness counter data, methods frequently invoked from a given send site can be inlined directly at the image level, without the need to create stack frames and method context objects.

Originally, AOStA has been conceived for the VisualWorks VM [3]. The VisualWorks JIT compiler generates PICs at send sites. A system like AOStA can be beneficial also to purely interpreted systems like Squeak Smalltalk if the underlying interpreter supports type feedback using PICs, as proposed in this paper.
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